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Take a look at our new website 
www.labcraft.co.uk

The new Novalux 
LED lighting range is 
launched by Labcraft

Labcraft: UK Design & Manufacture

The latest new product from the Labcraft 
Design team is the Novalux interior light.

The Novalux utilises the latest Cree LED 
devices to create 320 lumens of light, 
delivering over 170 lux @ 1 metre.  It’s 
the ideal light for use wherever a bright, 
clean light is required in applications 
where there is limited mounting space.

Integrated
switch

At Labcraft, we design and manufacture our entire LED lighting range in our own factory in 
the East of England.  By maintaining full control over every aspect of the product from initial 
concept stage to full production, we can guarantee both the quality and consistency of every 
product that bears the Labcraft name.  

The direct benefit to customers is that, with Labcraft’s market leading 10 year warranty, they 
have chosen a true “fit and forget” lighting solution.  

We are proud of our reputation for high quality products and actively encourage our 
customers to visit our facility to see us in action.  So if you would like to come and see what 
makes us different from other LED lighting suppliers, just call Louise in Customer Services 
to arrange a visit; we’d be very pleased to see you!

>170 lux

We are delighted to announce the launch of our new website.  After listening to customer 
feedback we have worked hard to deliver a site that represents our core values and 
ethos, and provide further insight into our design and manufacturing capabilities. 
 
With our design team working tirelessly to update our existing range whilst developing new 
and innovative products, it’s important, within this fast moving environment, that this new 
information is readily available and easily accessed.  We are committed to keeping our site 
up to date to help customers make informed decisions about choosing their low voltage 
lighting supplier, and welcome all feedback as to how we can enhance the site further to 
benefit our customers.

Labcraft LED lighting has been given the thumbs up on a second project by the RAYNET 
organisation.  The latest project was to upgrade the lighting in their broadcasting 
trailers, and, after experiencing previous problems with lights sourced from the Far East, 
Raynet went in search of a reputable UK manufacturer.  They were impressed with Labcraft’s 
LED specifications, together with the robustness and IP67 rating of the lights.  Mark Jones, 
County Controller, expressed his thanks to everyone at Labcraft for an excellent product 
range and customer support.

Labcraft chosen by Raynet for 
quality and UK manufacture

320 lumens

This product is available in both a 
switchable surface mount and  slim 
profile IP66 recessed versions.  Both 
versions are multi-voltage and benefit 
from Labcraft’s market leading 10 year 
warranty.  

IP66

For full technical details and a sample, 
contact Labcraft on 01799 513434.

  


